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The advent of practical multiprocessor systems has spurred activity in attacking 
the problem of optimally assigning subtasks of an overall job to the a :‘/ailable 
processors. Some of this effort has assumed fixed tasks, perhaps with associated 
descriptive values, and the goal is to assign them in such a manner that specified 
criteria are satisfied. These criteria usually include a satisfactory internal ordering of 
the tasks which completes the overall job by some fixed deadline [l]. 
1. Introduction 
Similar problems arise in real time simulation systems such as are used in pilot 
training. However, the criteria for assigning tasks in such systems seem to take on a 
somewhat different form. Certainly the deadline aspects remain important: the 
constraints of real time simulation must be satisfied. Beyond this, though, the goal is 
to maximize the useful computation which in turn improves the quality of the 
simulation. Such considerations lead us to assign two types of ‘costs’ to every pair of 
tasks i and i, under the assumption that all processors have equal computational 
capability: 
(1) the ‘cost’ qii of assigning tasks i and i to d&lent processors. This type of cost 
arises because each task requires access to external resources and other tasks. lf 
tasks i and i call upon the same set cf resources and/or they have extensive inter- 
communication, their assignment to different processors may result in additional 
communication link requirements and bookkeeping computations. 
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(2) the ‘cost’ pij of assigning tasks i anal j to the same processor. Such a cost arises 
because of the loss of any advantage of parallel operation. 
It can be seen that (Tij may be large and pii small ii tasks i and j are heavily 
interdependent, while the opposite may be the case if the tasks possess a high degree 
of independence. 
Suppose now we have k tasks and m. processors. It is reasonable to ask for an 
assignment sf tasks to processors which minimizes the various interrelated costs, i.e., 
to find a function 
g:{l, 2,, . . , k}-+{l,2,. . . , m’j 
which minimizes 
The model assumes the overall system cost is a direct sum of the pairwise costs which, 
in reality, may not be strictly true. On the other hand a more sophisticated model 
would intuitively be more complex than this one, even if one could obtain the various 
interrelationship costs. 
In this note we investigate the complexity of this model and its related decision 
problem. 
2. The decision problem 
Throughout we employ the notation of Garey and Johnson [Z]. The preceding 
discussion leads to the definition of the following decision problem: 
ParalleI processing (PP) 
Instance: Positive integer k Ldicating number of tasks, positive integer m 
indicating number of processor:;, :*eal number costs pi! and qij such that pij = pii, 
qij = qji9 pii = qii = 0 for 1 s is j s r”c, and real number B. 
Question : Is there= a function 1; : {1,2 . . . , k}+ (1,2, . . . , K) such that 
i i pij+ : i qij<B? 
i=l i2.j j-1 j>i 
g(i)=g( j) di)#g( j) 
It is straightforward to show that PP is in NP. We now show that, for any m 3 2 and 
even if the pii and qij values are restricted to be binary, the PP problem is 
NP-complete. We proceed with a statement of the SIMPLE MAX CUT problem, shown 
to be NP-complete in [3]. 
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SIMPLE MAX CUT 
Instance : (iraph 
integer K. 
G = I V, E), weight w (u, v]j = I for each (24, v) E E, and a positive 
Quatim: Is there a partition of V into Vl and V2 such thst 
Let v = {VI, v2,. . l , z+~}, We show SIMPLE MAX cur reduces to PP by makink, use 
of the following polynomial transformation: 
c w(u, v)hK? 
UEV1 
VEV2 




if {vi, tlj} & E, 
1 if {vi7 vj)E E 
for 1 S i, j S k, 
B= -K f IE]. 
Assume a ‘yes’ instance of SIMPLE MAX CUT with V = V1 u V2 and V, n V2 = 0. 
Define 
g(i) = 1 1 if Vi E VI, 2 if Z;i E V2. 
Let Gr = ( Vl, E1) be the subgraph of G induced by VI and G2 = (Vz, &j LL GE 
subgraph induced by Vz. Then 
x pij = 1Ell-t lE21= ISI -((El .- lEli - lE& 
j>i 
g(i)=g(i) 
=I+ I;, w(u,v)aiEl-K=B. 




A simple model of a multiprocessor task assignment problem ha!: been shown to be 
NP-complete. Thus it seems rea!;onable that the next order of business should Se no 
search for approximating polynomial algorithms. 
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